Envelope Punch Board Bow

1. You will need 3 pieces of designer paper
   a. 1” x 6”, 1” x 4”, Optional ⅛” x 1”
2. Place the 1” x 6” piece in the envelope punch board at the 3” mark and punch the center.
3. Then flip it around and punch it in the center again.
4. Then corner round the four corners.
5. Place the 1” x 4” at the 2” mark and punch the center.
6. Then place the end into the punch (centered) and punch to give you the bow ends.
7. Flip it around and punch it in the center again.
8. With your 1” x 6” piece place your adhesive on each end and attach it almost to the center where it lines up with the cornered edges.
9. Attach your bow to the 1” x 4” piece and either wrap the ⅛” x 1” around the center or embellish with a button or brad.